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IN CUBA BY

LAS VEGAS DAILY
Gomez
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Pleased

GENERAL VOOD IS

Havana, May 27. President Gomel
has received the mest,a ;e from P; evident Ta:t disclaiming the intent of
j the
i
United States to intervene.
SLATED TO
immediately summoned a meeting f
the cabinet, to which he ccymu,'.cr.t-ethe text of the message, ex;i easing his highest appreciation of President Taft's attitude. President Gome,
is now engaged in preparing a .vply.
The strike of the lightermen and AMENDMENT TO APPROPRIATION
other laborers in the port of Havana
BILL FOR ARMY WOULD DEwua terminated today.
The settlePOSE CHIEF OF STAFF.
ment of the strike was due entirely
to the intervention of President Jose
Com. , who' Indicated clearly to the THE LOCATION GF THE POSTS
strikers that they must cease their
agitation pending the crisis through
PROPOSED LEGISLATION WOULD
which' the country is passing.
LEAVE IT TO APPOINTIVE
The government has not received
news
COMMISSION.
any further
today from the province of Oriente, but continues strain- lng every nerve to rush reinforce
ACTION
TAKEN
IS
ments of troops with supplies of arms NO
and ammunition rto the front.
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PRESIDENT TAFT INFORMS PRES
IDENT GOMEZ NO OFFICIAL
ACTION WILL OCCUR

WILL

PROTECT

AMERICANS

WARSHIPS AND MARINES MOBIL
IZED FOR THE PURPOSE OF
GIVING AID

ISLAND GOVERNMENT PLEASED
CUBAN
CABINET
LEARNS
OF
AMERICAN INTENTIONS WITH
GRATITUDE
27. President
Washington, May
Taft today replied to President Gomez's telegram of yesterday regard
ing the attitude of the United States
towards Cuba. He declared the Ameri
can government's activities in mobil
izing war vessels at Key West and
dispatching the Prairie with marines
to Guantanamo was not in any sense
an intervention move.
"I am sincerely gratified to learn of
your government's energetic measures
to put down the disturbance and to
know that you are confident of heinr
success! ul," cabled President Taft "As
was fully explained to the Cuban
charge d'affaires, here, the American
government's motive in sending ships
to Key West Just as sending the
Prairie to the. Guantanamo naval station, was merely to be able to act
promptly "in case it should unfortunately become necessary to protect
American life and property by rendering moral support or assistance to
the Cuban government
, "As,
quite clear at the time, these
ordinary measures of precaution,
were netirely disassociated from
any. question of intervention.
"WILUAM H. TAFT."
Feeling assured that President Gomez has misunderstood the purpose of
the American government in dispatching the large naval force now on its
way to Key West, the state, department, after having instructed American Minister Beaupre at Havana to
make plain to the Cuban government
'
the purpose of the movement, has
now left to the discretion of Colonel
Karmany, commanding the marine
forces, enroute to the cruiser Prairie,
and due at Guantanamo tomorrow,
the extent to which the marines shall
be employed.
It is believed that as soon as President Gomez Is made aware of the fact
that there la no sinister purpose behind the movements of the naval vessels and that their commanders will
do nothing; more than use their forces
to prevent injury to American lives
and property, he no longer will object It is thoroughly appreciated here
that the Cuban president must assume a rather resentful attitude to- ' wadr what might appear to be an invasion of the island, lest the patriotism of the Cubans be stirred to resistance.
Should he persist in his objection,
however, American naval commanders
will not remain indifferent to the demands of Americans for protection
where it is clear that the Cuban government cannot afford it. Admiral
Osterhaus' fleet, which is due at Key
West Wednesday, will not move at
once into Cuban waters unless something should happen in the meantime
to-.demand its presence there. The
signal for the disposition of the ships'
among Cuban ports will await, it is
said, the decision of American Minister Beaupre at Havana, If, however,
destroyed telegraphic communcaton
hampers Mr. Beaupre in getting information as to events in the eastern
end of the Island, where the disturb-anc- e
are focused, the state department will act independently of his
suggestion.
The senate committee on Cuban re
lations today directed Senator Page
of Vermont, the chairman, to confer
with President Taft regarding necessary recommendations for legislation
to provide direct and clear provision
of law governing when and how ihe
United States may Intervene in Cuba
Piatt amendment.1
under the
d

LOSE

Ships Getting Ready.
Norfolk, Va., May 27. The armored

cruiser Washington
rushed into
Hampton Roads today, took on 260
additional marines from the Norfolk
giarrison and sailed under Admiral
Osterhaus, for Key West. The Wash
ington follows the battleships Georgia, Rhode Island and New Jersey,
which came in late yesterday under
full steam, remained only long enough
to take aboard marines and 'supplies
and passed out the Virginia capes
shortly before midnight bound for
Key West, where they will await such
further orders as developments in
the Cuban trouble may bring forth.
The supply shift Culgoa and the
cruiser Montgomery are also taking
on supplies in Hampton Roads to follow the battelship and cruiser
for the south.
Wasn-Ingto-

n

COMPANY WINS OUT

Washington, May 27. In sustaining
the right of the Colorado Anthracite
company to recover from the government money paid it on a coal entry
made by Edward G. Stebcr, In Gunni
son county, Colorado, and afterward,
cancelled, the supreme court lodaj- held that-onqualified person eouli
enter coal land for another qualified
person and that nothing appeared
the record to show the company was
not qualified to enter land. The court
held the company had deal' openly
with the government and had not acted fraudulently. In cases of land
fraud, the court said, the government
must prove its charge rather than the
entryman prove himself innocent.

FRANKLIN WILL BE
EXAMINED CLOSELY

BOTH HOUSE AND SENATE POSTPONE PASSAGE OF OPINION BY VOTE.

OPTIC, MONDAY,

officers for good or ill has been the
bane of the American administration.
In the present proposition, the evil
is exhibited in its most exaggerated
form.
"I doubt if the American people
have any great sympathy for an attack upon a capable officer who
served his country well in the Philip
pines and who is serving with energy
and efficiency as chief of staff."
CHARGED WITH LIBELLING
Washington, May 27. The rase of
Henry W. A. Page, the New York mer
chant who was arrested some weeks
ago on a charge of criminally libelling Chairman Clayton and the mem
ber of the house Judiciary coinni't
tee, was called for fiai to lay in the
district supreme court. The charge
Is based upon Page's alleged authorship and circulation of a pamphlet
in which various members of con

gress were termed
drels." .

"dishonest

scoun-

TO TAKE UP FEUD CASE
Jackson,' Ky., May 27. The Calla- feud, which resulted re
cently In the assassination of Ed Callahan, the former sheriff of Breathitt
county, will be investigated by it1.':
circuit court which convened here today.. Numerous members of. both factions are here from the mountain districts and it Is feared that any action
of the court looking to the punishment of those responsible for the killing of Callahan may result lu an immediate reopening of the foud.

Minor

law suits and the usual Monday morn
ing session of the lunacy commission
had precedence today over the trial
of Clarence S. Darrow, the Chicago
lawyer, for alleged jury bribery. The
case, in consequence was not scheduled to be resumed until 1:30 o'clock
this afternoon.
George N. Lockwood, the Grand
Army man who began Saturday his
story of the alleged attempt to bribe
him as a prospective Juror in the
trial, wag expected to resume
the stand for the completion of his
direct examination.
Judge Hutton indicated Saturday
that he would decide today, but it
waa expected that some time would
be consumed by the arguments of
counsel for both sides. It la not believed that the prosecution hopes to
connect Mr. Darrow with the Lock-woo- d
bribery through Lockwood himself, as it is said to he the intention
of the district attorney to present that
phase of the case through Bert H.
Franklin, who is expected to follow
Lockwood on the stand. The defense
has promised a gruelling
for both Lockwood and Franklin, particularly the latter, who pleaded guilty to the indictment of bribing
Lockwood and was fined $4,000.
Mc-Na-

BALLOON PASSES OVER
Chanute, Kan., May 27. A balloon,
believed to be the St. Louis which
ascended at 7:35
night at
Antonio, Texaat in an effort to lift
the Lahm cup for long distance flight,
passed over here at ..1 o'clock this
morning, traveling northeastward.

lat

CITY EDITION.

IIOERTA'S TROOPS

conditions to lest efficiency of mule
batteries in rough country.
Thes
orders have not been revoned by th
instructions to be in readiness for

Washington, May 27. The army ap
propriation bill was reported hack to
the senate and house today by the
conferees wi(h
amendments which would legislate
Major General Wood out of office ai
chief of staff and would leave the lo
cation of military posts to a commis
slon of retired army ofiicers and tw4
members each of the senate and
house committees on military affairs.
The amendment, which would remove General Wood also would prevent either Brigadier Generals Croz-ie- r
or Funsiion from ever attaining
the office of chief of staff. No officer who has not spent 10 years in
the line with troops before becoming
a brigadier would be eligible.
Many army officers charge that the
fight between the line and the staff
which recently resulted in the retirement from the army of Major General
Ainsworth is responsible for the prevision. - Lieutenants General Young
and MacArthur, Major Generals Randall,, Lee and Humphrey, would be
the retired army officers on the pro
posed commission which would report to congress by January 1 upon
the location and distribution of army
posts and the proposed abandonment
of many recommended by the war department. . The report was not acted
on in either house today.
A sharp conflict over the amendSenators Curtis
ments is expected.
and Smoot blocked immediate action
in the senate by insisting on time to FAST TIME IS HADE
study the changes.
in a
Secretary of War Stimson,
IN ELIMINATIONS
statement on the proposed action by
congress, said the provision, suppos-sedlEIGHTY-EIGHaimed at General Wood, would AVERAGE SPEED
OF
Lave rendered ineligible for service
MILES AN HOUR AT
INDIANAPOLIS
as chief of staff, everyone
except
four of the 19 generals who have
of the
served as commander-in-chie- f
Speedway, Indianapolis, May 27.
American army since General Wash- Fourteen out of 28 cars entered in
'''s
race at the
the Memorial day
ington.
"It would," he said, ''have disquali- Speedway qualified in the first sesfied General Winfield Scott, of the old sion of the speed elimination trials toarmy. It would also have disqualified day. One lap of two miles and a half
MoClellan,
McPherson, In two minutes was demanded by the
Sheridan,
Meade, Warren, Halleck, Scofield, O. rules.
O. Howard, James H. Wilson and HorOnly one car failed in the first trial,
ace Porter among others of the union Romlne's Continental, and it will have
party in the civil war; and Robert two other chances, De Palma in a
E. Lee, Jackson, Beauregard, Forrest Mercedes made the fastest lap in
'
and Wheeler of the confederacy. Gen- 1:44.62.
eral Grant would have barely escaped
Starter Fred Wagner let Tetlaff's
IU restriction by one year's service red Flatt away first and it flashed
and General Sherman by two months. around the course in 1:46. Merze In
"Coming down to modern times, it a Stutz, got through in 1:55 and Zen-gin a second, Stutz went around
permanently disqualifies practically
the entire engineer corps the honor In one second better.
men of West Point. It disqualifies,
Disbrow put his Case over the route
for example, Colonel Gqethals and all In 1:57.55 and Anderson in a Stutz
of his assistants on the Panama canal; went the distance in 1:51.20. Bur-maGeneral Crozier, the chief of ordnance,
sent his Cutting through in 1:42.
General Funston aud many other offiEndicott (Schacht) made 1:51.70;
cers.
Marquette (McFarland) 1153.26; Jen"In fact, the order tends to put a kins, (White) 1:51.35; Knight (Lexpremium uon mere routine service ington) 1:58.34. Burman's time was
and to exclude from the highest post corrected from 1:42 to 1:47. Matson,
in the army the men whose forces, in- in a Losler, went around in 1:52.64;
in 1:56.11,
telligence and opportunities have Liesaw (Marquette-Buick- )
in
brought them quickly to the front. It and Frazier (Firestone-Columbus- ),
would result in confining the choice 1:56.42.
David Bruce Brown,
for this principal Staff position to men
(National)
who have had the least staff experi- made the round in 1:41.75, the fastest
ence.
time of the day. so far, averaging 88
"It Is currently Bald that this provi- miles an hour. Dawson, (National),
Leonard made it In 1:44.49 second best time.
sion is aimed at General
Wood, the present chief of staff. If Joe Horan marked 1:51.82 for his
so this is a pretty high price to pay Losier.
for personal legislation. WThat I am
Herr (National), made the circuit
concerned in primarily is the effect of in 1:45.25 and Wishart (Mercedes) in
crank
such legislation on the service. Per- 1:47.20. The Continenjal's
sonal legislation the attemp by legis- - shaft was broken, it was announced,
lation to affect the status of individual cv.i the entry was withdrawn.

Soldier

GETTING
Get

$1

Day.
Mazatlan, Mex., May 26. (Delayed
in transmission.) An engagement at
dawn today batiween 160 federals and
EAGERNESS OF MEXICAN FEDER- an equal number ot rebels at Fuerta,
12 miles from here, resulted In the
AL GENERAL ENDANGERS
defeat of the, rebels with a loss of
HIS CAMPAIGN.
two men. The federal troops follow
ed the rebels towards Croix where
another
battle was expected.
LEAVES THE REAR EXPOSED
Rurales are now scouring the south.
ern part of Fuerta oisirict to keep
A COMPANY OF REBELS UNDER
rebels away from American colonies
CAM PA IS ENDEAVORING TO
in the vicinity of San Bias. The fed
eral commander is reported to be hir
CUT OFF COMMUNICATION
ing men at a dollar a day with the
privilege of quitting the service al
A FCHCE
IS SENT BACK any time at the end of a day's work.

RIVALS

THE

THE

POSITION

LOYAL

ARY WILL

ENDEAV.

Rebels Short of Ammunition.

OR TO REGAIN LOST

o

i

538iitBiBs&eji;'w

500-mil- e

n

and an unconfirmed report reached
here today that they now are in possession of Gomez Palacio and Lerdo.
It is expected that the rebels will
liarass Huerta almost constantly, by
cutting the railroad behind theih. The
condition of Gonzalo C. Enrile, right
hand man of General Qrozco, who was
stabbed recently by unknown assassins, was today said to be rapidly
growing serious. His wounds have
not healed as expected and blood
poisoning has set in.
Enrile is anxious to get to the Uni
ted States for medical treatment, but
is reported to be In fear that he will
be arrested if he comes into Ameri
can territory. Enrile is accused of
circulating a violent
Paso in the early
proclamation
of
revolution
the
denouncing
days
President Taft and the American copies of the proclamations were confiscated by army officers in El Paso.
in-E- l

Rebels Burning Property.
Santiago, Cuba, May 25. A coffee
plantation, belonging to John Boitte,
a German subject near El Cobre, 10
miles west of this city, was destroyed
today by a rebel band. The buildings

were burned and the horses and cattle carried off. A protest has. been
lodged with the Cerman consul. It is
also reported that a sugar mill ait
Hatillo, belonging to a German, has
been burned by the rebels, but no confirmation has yet come to band.
Army Prepares to Move.
Wyo., May 27.
Cheyenne,

To Protect Freighter,
n
armed
Tuscon, Ariz., May
force of a hundred men has been
raised by Sonora mining companies to
protect freighters on the roads
Hermosillo and outlying mines.
Many freighters have been killed in
the last few weeks by Yaqui Indians
and the men have refused to haul ore
and supplies unless lven protection.
27,-A-

Ml

JERSEV
CHAIRMAN OF REPUBLICAN COM
MITTEE TELLS HIM HE
WILL WIN.

THINKS ECOSEVELT WILL LOSE
PRESIDENT

SAYS THAT CONVIC
TION COMES FROM HI8
HEART.

ARE

CAMPAIGNING

COLONEL AND HIS OPPON
ENT ARE STUMPING THE

GROUND.

I

y

TAFT ASSURED OF

Cuban service.

IN A PERILOUS

Chihuahua,
Mex., May 27. The
Mexican rebels are rapidly running
out of ammunition and feeling against
27. Military the United States for preventing imMay
Washington,
students of the revolution in Mexico portation of arms into Mexico runs
believe that General Huerta, in com- high in the rebel zone. Lack of ammand of the federal 'army in thi munition is given as one of the prinnorth, has placed his forco !n a peri cipal reasons why the insurrectos
lous position in the eagnerniiss ot his have retreaded before the advancing
federals.
pursuit of the defeated army of
afiter the battle of Rel!nio. His
To date the rebels have evacuated
long line of communication running nearly 250 miles of territory along
from the City of Mexico northwari to the Mexican central
lines, and GenCorralitos, is exposed to the dager eral Orozco, who arrived here today,
of complete disruption at the hands is mustering his men in an effort to
'
k
? of a force of about 2,000 rebela, w!iich check
the federals at Bachimba. This
has suddenly developed its presence is a naturally fortified place with plenTODAY IN CONGRESS.
just west of Torreon and many milee ty of water lack of which made
$
to the south of General Huercu s ad- fighting before difficult
vance
guard.
Met
The exact position of the federals
Washington, May 27. Senate:
The state department learned today is not known
here, but they are be
at noon and considered Hitchcock resthat, apparently aroused to Ae dan- lieved to be near Jimenez, 150 miles
olution regarding publicity of corpoger of the situation, the federal com- south, which has been evacuated by
ration tax information.
mander has dispatched a consider- the rear
Cuban resolutions committee direct
guard of the rebels, charged
able force to prevent a raid by this
with
with the task of wrecking the railroad
to
President
confer
ed Page
rebeL army, which is under the lead and
Should the
Taft regarding necessary recommenburning bridges.
of General Campa, a dashing cavalry rebels be defeated at Bachimba and
connection
in
dations for legislation
officer. The two armies have been driven out to Chihuahua it Is
practic
with the Plutt amendment.
in collision at Loma, a few mile?
certain that they will split into
Conferees reported army appropriaally
west of Torreon, on the railroad to small bands and harass tne governtion with a: administration amendbut the result of tiia en ment in guerrilla warfare until such
Duarano,
I
i
ments,
counter Is not. yet known.
time as they gather enough ammuniSenator Hittchcock spoke on his restion for a concentrated stand.
olution requesting the president to
Force Detailed to Harass Federals
The rebels have about 6,000 men in
supply the senate with full InformaChihuahua, Mex., May 27. To Gen- this vicinity. Only 66 men have been
tion relative to corporations as shown
erals Arguemada and Campa, has been reported missing by the commanders
by corporation tax returns.
Met at 11 a. m. and re- entrusted the work of isolating the since the batitie at Rellano.
House:
There
sumed consideration of naval appro- federal army. A large force is oper are hardly any sick, but about 150
ating In the territory around Torreon wounded are in the hospitals.
priation bill.
n
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Making Light of Oth- Seta
erg Seldom
the World Afire.

MAY 27, 1912.

T

DARROW TRIAL
DENFENSE
WILL TRY TO DISPROVE HIS
TESTIMONY
IN

Los Angeles, Calif., May 27.
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STATE.
Perth Amboy, N. ., May 27. Feel
ing fit for his final hours of campaigning before the primaries tomorrow.
President Taft today began his trip.
down the coast line of New Jersey.
The president's voice in his first
speech of the day here showed a decided improvement over Saturday
night He continued to fire hot shot
at Colonel Roosevelt,
United States' Senator Briggs ot
New Jersey, charmaln of the repubv
llcan state committee, today said:
I believe the president will carry
the solid delegation with perhaps the
exception ot two districts, and in
these districts we have an excellent
chance."
The president said here that in "his
heart" he believed Mr. Roosevelt
would be defeated.
I am here to get your appro'4"
to this administration as a republi
can administration," said Mr. Taft
I think you would have approved it
clearly and without question if Mr.
not intervened and.
Roosevelt had
now the question Is whether his Intervention ought to prevent your doing so."
Roosevelt'8Last Day.
Morristown, May 27. The last day
of Colonel Roosevelt's campaign in
New Jersey began with a speech in
Morristown, in which the former president took up the assertion that dulling his administration he had been
extravagant in the

expenditure o

public funds.

"Recently Mr. Taft has dwelt oa
the fact that my administration had
left a deficit" said the, colonel. "He
can say that by taking only one year
f.
and omiitting the other six and
During my administration wet
piled up a surplus of between
In fact w
and $300,000,000.
had almost too much money and we
NO PANAMA PUKCHASE
,
paid a large part of ..he money usecJ
Washington,- May 27." So far as the on the Panama canal without a bond
'
state department Is aware, no ar- Issue."
been
reached
between
rangements has
American Minister Dubois and the ColHard Riding and Fast Talking.
ombian government looking to the reNewark, N. J., May 27. This was
cognition by the latter of the inde- another day of hard riding and fast
pendence of Panama, iu return for a talking for President Taft and Colo
$30,000,000 indemnity, as was report- nel Roosevelt. Tomorrow New
Jersey
ed from Cartagena. There have been will Instruct her 28
delegates to tr.e
no negotiations between the two counnational conventions and the last fuli
tries regarding Panama for nearly a
day of the primary campaign was uti
year, unless the note of Senor Ospina, lized by both candidates to its last
which led to his retimenet as minister hour.
to the United States may be so reColonel Roosevelt started from Oys
garded.
ter Bay early this morning for what
may be his last day of campaignla?
TRUST CASES DECIDED
before the national - convention
Washington, May 27. None of the
he decides to go to South Dcfco- t
or interstate commerce ea ta. Mr; Taft will continue his camnes of note were decided today by the
paign up: until the , polls cpen at i
supreme court" The court may an- o'clock tomorrow. Today he starve'
nounce fhem on its decision day two
from New York where he spent Sunweeks hence. The hard coal case Is
day and last night for a tour of the
one of those left over.
towns along the Atlantic coast His
day's work will end at Atlantic C'tT
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
where he will spend the night.
National League:
one-hal-

$200;-000,0- 00

un-les-

anti-trus-

The
Cincinnati 4; St. Louis 5.
Fourth field artillery, Ninth cavalry
Chicago 1; Pittsburgh 3.
and Eleventh Infantry at Fort D. A.
No other games scheduled.
Russell have received Instructions to American league:
he prepared fof Cuban service upon
Chicago 2; Detroit 6.
24 hours' notice.
Cleveland 1; St. Louis 3.
This order Is stated by army offic- American Association:
ers at the post to be sinrlar to orders
St. Paul 2; Kansas City 5.
received some weeks ago to be preColumbus 6; Indianapolis 4.
pared for Mexican border service and
Minneapolis 6; Milwaukee 2.
Is merely precautionary. The Fourth Western league.
Wichita 7; Omaha 6.
artillery has been ordered to begin a
Lincoln 6; St Joe 1,
practice march from Wyoming to
New Mexico on June 20. This march
Denver 6; Des Moines 3.
will be undertaken under campaign
Topeka 7; Sioux City 20.

KNIGHTS

.

TEMPLAR

MEET

Pittsburgh, May 27. Ivttsburgh has
capitulated to an army of Sir Knights
Templar, who have gathered herA,
from all directions for tho iifty ninth
annual conclave of ths grand
of Pennsylvania. Indications
point to the greatest tieilng of its
kind ever held here. The big event
of the week will be the parade Wednesday morning, in which 20,000 members of the order from Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia will
ry

i

LAS

TWO
ling at Dubuque, la. It Is comprised
A, B, C and V of trie
Twenty eighth Infantry, now nt Fort
Suellins In Minnesota; Companies r,
F and G of the Fourth Infantry, now
at Fort Crook, in Nebraska; Company
H of the Twenty-sixtinfantry, now
at Fort Brady. In Michigan, and Com
panies I, K ,L and M of the Twenty-seventinfantry, now at Fort Sheri
dan, in Illinois. Each will have a cap
PROVISIONAL REGIMENT WILL BE tain, a firs lieutenant, a second llteu-talCOMPOSED OF ACTUAL CAM
a first lieutenant, a second neuPAIGN UNITS
ter's sergeant, six sergeants, 16 cor
porals, three cooks, two musicians, an
con
27.
Willie
artificer and 120 privates. The total
May
Washington,
gress is squabbling over how literally will be 54 officer and 1,955 men.
to follow George Washington's maxim Captain Bjornstad's Idea was to
about preparing for war In time of place under command of one colonel
peace, the army is preparing In tU and Into one organization what hereown way to prepare for it by organizing tofore has been under several officers
a provisional regiment along entirely and many organizations. It will not
new lines, equipped with new accoutre be necessary to send cavalry with such
menta and sending it Into the field for a regiment, the mounted detachment
nearly three months for practical do serving as such. Neither will it be
Bend a field battery, the
monstration and experiment
Captain Alfred W. Bjornstad of the machine gun department answering
Twenty-eightInfantry and member the purpose.
of the general staff, thought out the Captain Bjornstad said the purposes
details, which Major General Leonard of his plan were:
Wood, chief of staff, and the heads of
To determine the correct organizathe Army War college thought so tion of an infantry regiment and the
good when presented to them In draft component parts or units.
form that they directed him to work
To determine what Is necessary in
them out. The plan Involves the or equipmentIncluding arms, kits, tran-

ARMY PREPARING

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. MONDAY,
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sportation and the correct infantry
t
equipment manual.
To test certain proposed articles of
afequipment which, will be furnished
ter the initial equipment.
To test every provision of the Inrecomfantry drill regulations, and to
mend such changes as the experiment
might suggest.
To give officers and
officers instruction in combat firing and to procure data and suggestions that will be of value in prescribing training in infantry fire.
To further carry out his plan Captain Bjornstad haa arranged for a
practice march of over 300 miles, af
the conclusion of which the regiment
will engage in maneuvers at the regular army and National Guard mobilization and maneuvers at Sparta, Wis.
The regiment, it is expected, will be
fully organized and ready for departure on its long "hike" by, June 4.
On June 5 the regiment is scheduled
to begin its march overland to Sparta,
traversing parts of Iowa, Missouri, Illinois and Wisconsin. It Is scheduled to arlve at Sparta on or about
July 10. From then until the middle
of August It will engage in maneuvers
with the regular army from the central division and. the National Guard
of the states of Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois, Wisconson, Minnesota, NortH
Dakota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Netf
raslta, South Daokta and Wyoming
Thn maneuvers will consist of reg
ular camp duty, a mimic battle, scout
ing duty and the study of war.
The regiment will carry with-i- t a
full supply of quartermaster's and
commissary and medical supplies. The
troops will live on field rations,, ev
erything being cooked on the "hike,
That' means that the regiment will
carry with it the same material and
supplies it would in actual warfare
except that there will be only blank
ammunition.
Colonel Robert N. Getty of the
Twenty-seventinfantry will be in
command of the regiment. He will
have as his commissioned personnel
the officers of the first battalion of the
Twenty-eightInfantry, the second
battalion of the Fourth infantry and
the third battalion of his own regi
h

h
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The Handicap
of Weak Digestion
can usually be overcome by the use of right food.
Persons who suffer from stomach trouble will find a
friend in

Grape Nuts
-

FOOD

It is made from whole wheat and barley, has delicious
flavor, is partially predigested and promptly absorbed by
the weakest stomach.
Grape-Nu- ts
is full of true nourishment in form to
build back health and vigor by strengthening the digestive organs, and through them the entire body.
This

food also contains

natural Phosphate

(he grain) which is especially necessary
Brain and Nerve cells.

of Potash

(grown in

for the daily repair o

.

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan

including wine
Our entire line of women's millinery,all exclusive styles,
models,
hats, all new. this season s
at
sale
this
to
$l5.00;for
worth $3.50

tew If

C7 Our entire line of women's tailored suits, including
"Wooltex" garments, all new stylish and desirable, excellent
values and exclusive styles, worth $15 (o $35, for this tale, at

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT
Silks, including ill the
All of our Wool Dress Good, and
numtW
also ,
newea.oa . weave, in .11 desirable colors, m both wool and
very' attractive and exclusive dress pattern,
silk for this sale, at

.

All of our women's dresses including the most desirable

style models in Silk, Wool or Lingerie, an excellent variety
from which to choose, worth $3.50 to $65.00, for this sale, at

h

ganlzation of a regiment as thoroughly
as the organization of an efficient
brigade, and its equipment and Instruction along more extensive lines
than ever before attempted In the
army.
war the inIn the
12 comof
consisted
fantry regiment
panies armed with rifle and oayonet,
a small detachment of hospital corps
men, a chaplain, a doctor and sometimes a hand. Since then the army,
particularly the infantry arm, the
most Important, has undergone many
changes. The latest change of consequence was about 1906. It increased
the units' of a regiment of infantry
considerably. The new plan lnoreasea
these units to an even greater number, making it strong enough to carry
on, without aid from artillery or cavalry, quite an extended campaign.
The provisional regiment organized
by Captain Bjornstad and now in
course of assembling consists cf a colan adjutant
onel, a lieutenant-colonea quartermaster, a commissary, a
chaplain, a surgeon and 12 companies
of 150 men and three officers each,
divided Into three battalions, at the
head of each' of which la a major. Un
der each major Is a battalion adjutant,
quartermaster and commissary, a com-- !
bat train, a battalion sergeant-major- ,
two wagoners for combat train ars
two mounted orderlies.
Directly under the colonel and separate from the rest of the organization
are a train sergeant, a trumpeter-sergean- t,
two mounted orderlies (noncommissioned officers), six mounted
orderlies (privates), 18 wagoners for
field train, two wagoners for combat
train, two horseshoers, a farrier and
a. saddler.
The new regiment, taken as a whole,
is composed of 54 officers and 1,955
enlisted men. This regiment is equipped with a mounted detachment of
cavalry. The work of this mounted
detachment is scouting, which is about
all that cavalry Is now used for In
any army.
The machine gun detachment ot
company means field artillery.
In addition to these this- regiment Is
equipped with a sanitary detachment
and a field hospital. In battle the two
combined would bury the dead.
This provisional regiment Is assem- -

This Sale For Cash Only

This Prices For May Only

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

Women's Waists
Dainty lingerie waists in a variety of styles, woith
ESL..
special for this sale,
ET"3

X :i

$1.

law
fmmM

25,

95c EACH

I ui IVcry attractive waists of Striped Mescaline cr Pcogee Silk
also a few solid colored Messaline, all tastefully 'trimmed, reO. EL:
gular $3.00 values, special each

White Goods
"Unweave''
All of our Sheer White Goods, including the
fabrics, plain or fancy, at

20. PER CENT DISCCUNT
AH

Batistes,

worth

y
f

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

S.os&nwtM& Son

South SidoPiaa

EstaHuluxl OH

Goods such as Lawns.

Dimities, Boucle Voiles, Shadow Voiles and Tissues,
0c to 35c per yard, for this sale, at

&.j&aseuM&6 Son

EataiiiaXed

persons of this generation that a wo
man has been condemned to death in
this state as a penalty for a crime.
The crime of which Mrs. Cusumano
and Mascioll were convicted was
committed in Hull in September, 1910.
A few weeks after the disappearance
of Cusumano his body was found on
the ocean beach and an autopsy disclosed that he was murdered. The
defendants were arrested shortly afterward and they were placed on trial
at Plymouth last February.
A number of witnesses testified,
the most important of whom was
Accusia, the seven year old daughter
of Mrs. Cusuman.4' who identified the
quilt in which (iueuniano's body was
wrapped, as one that was on her father's bed. Other Witnesses were Mrs.
Cusumano's sisters. Both defendants
testified, denying the crime, but the
such as th'
bundle of
evidence,
clothing which belong
ed to Mrs. Cusumano, was too strong.
The testimony for the state showed
that Mrs. Cusumano and Mascioll en
tered the room where Cusumano slept
and killed him.
In behalf of the woman it is said
she is an unwilling and involuntary
accomplice of Mascioll and tnat she
was long under the influence of Mas
cioll. The term 'hypnotic eye" has
been mentioned in this connection. It
is recalled by the court officials that
through the trial of the pair the wo
man seemed to be In constant and ab
ASK LIFE FOR WOMAN.
fear of Mascioll. Not once during
ject
Boston, Mass., May 27. A deter the
trial did she lift her eyes to
long
mined effort Is being made to have
meet his.
the death sentence of Mrs. Leno Cu
sumano, convicted of murdering her
GRANDMOTHER'S HERBS.
husband and sentenced to die in the
Almost every American man or woelectric chair in the state prison at man can recall the collection of roots,
Charlestown one week from today, herbs and barks made every fall for
to life imprisonment. the home medicine chest.
commuted
While it is believed there is a good
It is Interestingi to note that the
chance these efforts will succeed, most successful remedy for female
there is a strong sentiment in some Ills the world has ever known had its
quarters in favor of permitting the origin nearly 40 years ago in one oi
law to take Its course, in view of the these home medicine chests and
a
unusual atrocity of the crime and the
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comfact that the supreme court of Mas pound is made today. In Immense
sachusetts decided that the trial quantities from these same roots and
court had not erred In its Judgment neros with extreme accuracy, care
Little public sympathy is expressed and cleanliness. Merit alone could
for Enrico Mascioll, the accomplice of have stood this test of time.
Mrs. Cusumano, who is sentenced to
be electrocuted on the same day that
the woman is to die. Only perfunc- torv efforts are belne made In the
WITH THE BOXERS
sian's behalf, although it Is the gen
eral belief that he is likely to share
in any act of clemency that is extend , Ted McGrew has succeeded
Bill
ed to Mrs. Cusumano.
Clark as manager of the Columbia
Those who are assisting in the team In the South Atlantio league,
movement for a commutatioi of Mrs.
The Detroit Tigers hit their stride
cusumano's sentence do so largely after leaving Boston and did good
from sentimen, rather than reasons work during the rest of their eastern
of Justice 'or personal sympathy. Tney trip.
declare that no woman has ever Winning seven, straight games dur
met death In tie electric chair In ing the first month of the season is
Massachusetts and that it would be the great record of Pitcher "Rube"
a disgrace to the state if the sentence Marquard of the Giants.
was carried out. It Is not only the
"Germany" Schaefer has gone gack
first time In the history of Massa to first base for the Washington team
:husetts that a woman has been sen- as both Knight and Flynn ae on the
tenced to die in the electric chnlr, injured list.
but the first time In the memory rf
Topsy Hartsel is making good as

sit of

I

blood-staine-

ur figured Wash

1

$2,25

The mounted detachment will con- one officer and 15 men.
The machine gun company will con
sist of three platoons, two guna to the
platoon, three officers and 66 men.
The sanitary detachment will con
sist of three medical officers (a major,
a captain and a first lieutenant) and
18 enlisted men, three of whom will
be ambulance drivers.
The regimental hospital will consist
of two wagons, one officer and 15 men.
In addition to the band the regiment
will have 12 trumpeters equipped with
the new style trumpet and 12 musicians equipped with drums. While in
camp it will be the duty of the trumpeters and drummers "who are attach
ed to the 12 companies, two to the
company, to do duty with the band.
Accompanying the regiment on the
march and in camp at Sparta, for ob
servation and instruction, will be
these officers, who will make a report
to the chief o fstaff; Lieutenant-Co- l
onel J. F. Morrison of the Twenty-firs- t
infantry, Maior S. A. Column of the
Twnntv-sixt- h
Infantry. Malor W. R.
inDashlell of the Twenty-sevent- h
I.
Edmund
Witttenmyer
fantry, Major
infantry, Major
the Twenty-seventI. B. Devore of the general Btaff. Captain A. W. Bjornstad of the general
staff, Captain J .T. Moore of the gen
eral staff, Captain H. B. Fiske of the
Twenty-eightinfantry, Captain W. J.
Lutz ot the Twenty-eightinfantry.

f

d

h

manager of the Toledo team and is
keeping the Mud Hens well up in
the American association race.
The Missoula team, chaperoned by
Cliff Blankenshlp, the old Washington
catcher, is burning up the Union association, having won 18 of the first
'

17 games.

of the eastern scribes are
panning the White Sox for what they
term "scrapping on the field," but it
is generally the "scrappy team" that
brings home the bacon.
While not holding a regular position in the line up of the Highlanders, Manager Harry Wolverton (manages to get into the game now, and
then as a, pinch hitter.
j
A Helena, Montana, merchantad-vertised- ,
"a pair of women's silk hW
for every home run." Where do ths
bachelors among the players fit In this
offering? Woops, my dear!
No late suppers and a little argument with the wife In the Western
Canada league. Games in the W. C.
L. start at 6:15 p. m., giving the fans
a chance to feed before taking in the
Some

'

South SidoHoyt

166

who makes good, he considers himself for saddle animals: Burros, 50c a
extremely lucky, but in Eath, and day, 25c half days or less; ponies
Weaver the White Sox seem to have
per day, 50c half, day or less.
Fare to Harvey passengers by augrabbed two stars in one shuffle.
"What's the trouble with the Ath- tomobile to carriage house $1 each
letics?" Is the daily question now be- way; the remainder of the trip by
ing asked by thousands of fans. Be- burros without charge to' guests of a
fore the season opened the world's week, others 50c each way.

champs were touted as being ready
to Jump to the top at the tap of the
gong and inhabit that lovely first place
until the curtain falls in October.
You never can tell.
There was quite an array of baseball presidents at the dedication of
the new American league :park In
Boston.
Messrs.
Johnson, of the
American league, Comiskey
of the
White Sox, Ebbets, of the Superbas,
Barrows of the International league,
Parrell of the New York State league
and Murnane of the New England
league were guests of the Red Sox
management.

Leave orders at Murpher's, Cutler
Brothers' or Plaza Hotel or Phone'
Main 35. Auto goes out Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 a. m., returning
the same day.

BASEBALL

Owen Moran and Jack White will
clash on the afternoon of June 8, at
Vernon, Calif.
Young Togo, the Japanese
boxer,
haa lost the sight of one eye and is
threatened with blindness.

HARVEY'S

The popular mountain ranch resort
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
will open its 30th' season on Satur- Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Qulnln
frolic.
in Tablets. Druggists refund money If
day, June 1, 1912, Mr. Harvey
Nowadays, if a major league man- charge. Rates at Harvey's this year H taUB to cure. E. W. GROVE'9 sigager can cop one youngster a season are $2 per day; 7 days $12. Charges nature is on eaca box. 25c.

h

h
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IT PMYS TO. BUY.

ADVERTISED Q&QDS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod-

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

".At VEGAS DAILV OPTIC, MONDAY,

interest in that point and 1 have no
thought of surrendering, because
Intend, so far as I can and so long
as I may raise m v vnlr
t imntimi
to favor general' universal arbitration.
I acknowledge and admit the
power
of the senate, and I brieve It to be
a treat Dart of th ttmrt urA nf An,
government, and I would not have it
eliminated for anything. 1 recognize
PRESIDENT SAYS HE IS WILLING the authority of the senate and have
no quarrel with the exercise of that
TO GO BEFORE COUNTRY
authority, but the ultimate source of
ON THAT ACTION.
all authority in this government is
the people. .It Is the people who, by
New York. May
Vhat
I Am deliberate judgment can effect a re
Trying to Do"-- an
article by Presl-en- t form which commends itself to their
Taft appears la the current is- nearts and their souls and tlieir
sue of the World s Work
and deals minds, and It is upon them that 1 de
with tariff revision, business
prosper- pend ia this matter.
ity, arbitration and independence of
we nave treaties
pending also
me Judiciary. The
with
Nicaraia and Honduras . to
president asserts
that he is willing to go berore tne carry out the policy of the treaty with
people for a verdict on his veto of Santo Domingo and they ought to be
the three tariff bills
passed bv me ratified.
house in extraordinary session last
"There are other alms of govern
year; that no charge yet made agalns ment to which reference might be
him has gone nearer to his heart than made, such as the movement looking
that he, by enforcing the
to greater economy, and efficiency in
t
law, was hurting business; that ue government work and expenditures;
intends, so long as he can raise his penny postage through postal econo
mies extension of practical conserva
voice, to continue to favor
general
arbitration and that the. republican tion acts;, parcels post;- revision of
party would lose caste as a defender currency laws and prevention of pan
of American civilization should it ics; scientific study of industrial
take up the judicial recall as one of conditions and International investi
its tenets.
gation of the high cost of loving, but
In part, the president's article fol- there s one subject to which
would refer in conclusion.
lows:
Should the republican party take
"I was elected president of the
United States on the republican plat- up the judicial recall as one of its
form of 1908. The party declared in tenets, it would lose caste as a de
that platform that 'ia all tariff legis- fender of our civilization, a maintainlation the true principal of protection er of the constitution, and an upholdis best maintained by the imposition er of Justice. When we depart from
of such duties as will ec.ual the dif- the principles of the independence of
ference between cost of production at the judiciary we shall lose the valu
home and abroad.' The party went able essence of the administration of
before the people on that issue and justice and we shall retrograde to the
point where the history of the decad
was sustained.
"Our democratic brethren have D- ence of republics begins. I am not
of the necessity for judi
eparted from the faith on a tariff unmindful
board which a majority of them once cial reforms, but that depends not on
embraced, and, in the extraordinary changing the character of the judges
session of last year, they passed but upon the change of procedure, the
three 'tariff bills without the aid of expedition of judgments, and the re
information from a tariff (board, duotion of the expense of litigation."
drawn in such an unscientific, unsystematic, and reckless way that 1
did not hesitate to veto them, in orBACCALAUREATE IS A
der that they might await the coming
in of the report by the tariff board
EULOGY OF LINCOLN
upon Schedule K, wool and woolens,
.
which one tariff bill affected, and
upon cotton and cotton manufactures,
which another tariff bill affected. We DR. FRANK H. H. ROBERTS DELIVERS INSPRING ADDRESS
should be entirely willing to go Before the country and invite a verdict
TO NORMAL CLASS OF 1912.
of the people.
The baccalaureate services for this
"No charge has been made against
me that went nearer to my heart class of 1912 of the New Mexico Northan the charge that I, by the en- mal University were held last night
law, was in the Normal hall.' Dr. Frank H. h.
forcement of the anti-truof
the
country. Roberts, president of the institution,
business
the
injuring
A
I enforced it so far as lay, in my made the address of the evening.
on
was
the
rendered
is
service
beautiful
it
because
and
song
duty
power
statute book. I enforced it because by a girls' choir of 32 voices. The
I believe it to be a good law, and 1 members of Sherman Post No. 1, New
believe it when nroperly construed Mexico Department of the Grand
to make a right guide for business. 1 Army of the Republic were the guests
believo that by the construction oi of honor at the services. A large
the courts of the laws that are on the audience was in attendance.
Abraham
"The First American,
statute books, and by decisions that
are yet to come, the line may clearly Lincoln," was the subject of Dr. Robbe drawn sp that business may square erts' address. There are many lesitself to those boundaries whiph the sons to be learned frpm the life and
tworks of this great president and
law fixes.
"I should deprecate the suggestion all of the good points were brought
reform that involves to light in the sermon last night. The
of any
constitutional changes without our three points from which lessons are
knowing exactly what we are going to be derived and upon which Dr.
to do and what the effect of these Roberts laid especial stress, were the
rhantrea will be. What I would dep fact that he was a man of the people,
recate is the sudden suggestion of his patience, ami his humility. In the
amend- - early part of the sermon Dr. Roberts
. amendments for this end, and
ments for that, and having amend showed how Lincoln's perseverance
ments for breakfast the next morning In acquiring an education and In ev
as if the amendment of the funda- erything he undertook carried above
mental law were nothing but the re- his almost common parentage, and
of the life of the
peal of an ordinary statute or the laid the foundation
man. The influence made upon
grand
an
of
appropriation
ordinary
passage
man is the most vital question In edubill.
of this
"There is one other subject whicr cation and the Influence
ia a rather tender one with me. I am American was shown by Dr. Roberts.
convinced that most of the audiences Dr. Roberts also dealt with the causes
I had the privilege of addressing of the civil war, and the crisis which
within the last year were In favor was met by Abraham Lincoln upon
of passing and ratifying the peace his entrance Into the office of chief
treaties just as they, were presented executive, which part of the address
was particularly interesting to the
to congress.
in attendance.
veterans
4ost
not
I
have
that
"I give notice

DEFEMVOTEOF

1

THE TARIFF
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JOnNSON HOPES THAT
"THE BEST MAN MAY WIN"

lONEYMOOB
ON CANNIBAL

BILL

ISLAND
BRIDE AND GROOM, SHIPWRECKED, HAVE EXCITING EXPERIENCES.
--
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Q)0 RHEUMiTISM
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through
were cared for by an island chief and beauty
the correct nourishment, circulation
his subjects.
The Watson sailed from Raymond, and reorganization of its tissues.
Knowing) that this perfection of
Wash., on January 18, bound for Pa- must be obtained, the man ot
health
pette, with about 400,000 feet of lum
ber. A few days after sailing open the ring, to be successful, trains with
end in view, and his splendid
ing seams began to admit water Into that
the hold, and from that time until the physique must resemble something
vessel arrived at the South Sea port, of the IiUeneBS of his Creator.
If dogmatics are good, then the
59 days later, the crew was compelled to labor constantly at 'the pumps. spark of evil becomes a consuming
fire destroying the heaitn of our sons
Courted Between Voyages.
At Papeeta a native diver made re by preventing them from enjoying
outdoor games on Sunday. Six days
pairs, a portion of the cargo was dis
In a week they work long hours in
and
the
to
charged
skipped prepared
The seventh Sunday,
wed Miss Ann de Lateur, a girl from close rooms.
Pendleton, Ore., whom he had met the only opportunity for fresh air and
and courted at Raymond during the pleasure Is denied them by an exacting creed which would make them
brief calls of his ship at that port.
Miss De Lateur had arrived at Pa sit longer hours, three times each.
peete more than a month before and, Sunday in a crowded church. And,
man was made In the Imago
therefore, was permitted under the they say,
law to wed. Captain Andresen was in of God, but whoever thought of God
him.
formed that he would first have to having tuberculosis or Indigestion.
Tommie Ryan, Flynn's tralner-in-chieThe writer does not approve of
remain at the port for a
and
arrived last night from the Pa than another month was month,
bull fights, or the fighting of other
for
required
cific coast. He took charge of the
the bans of marriage to be displayed animals, or of fowls; but if two su
Flynn camp this morning and will be under the various billboards and perbly developed men wish to stand
the high mogul out there until after fences of
in the ring to test their ability and
Papeete.
to prove what right living
July 4. ' Ryan was pleased to find
endurance
the
loud
of
the
Despite
protests
'v''':. v
V
VwffV"v.
Flynn In such good condition and an French authorities of the city,- who does for humanity, the write (a
nounced himself Impressed with the
declared that nothing of the kind had healthy man's mother- would not
hesitate to watch them.
ability shown by the aspirant for the ever been done before, the
skipper
heavyweight championship.
"Suppose one gets killed " Well,
and his sweetheart chartered a seagoIf it should happen, It will be througu
ing launch, and with one of the
some fault of the training. It if betRED MEN MEET
priests motored beyond the three-mil- e
ter for a man to die In the suprewere
limit
married.
and
io
27.
Several
Returning
Ala.,
May
Birmingham,
of his health In the ring while
macy
to
hundred delegates are In B'rmingham port the young couple began
keep
to the world the, benedemonstrating
house
in
the
which
for
annual
quarters
the
of
the
pretty
grcal
meeting
World, Who Arrived Last Night
of
fit
and skilled athlettemperance
council of Alabama, Improved Order had been arranged on .the Watson,
DHJM50N
of Red Men, the sessions of which and sail was set for Riatea, where ics, than to die slowly of a cough,
Doubtless Mr Johnson has a secret will be held tomorrow and Wednes the remainder of the lumber was to without having given to humanity
anything excepting the germs of his
hunch that he is "the best man" re- day. The great council of the degree be discharged.
disease.
Trouble Early In Married Life,
ferred to. However, his apparent of Pocahontas, the women's branch
entrance
of
the
of
the
harbor
held
the
its
annual meeting
Leaving
order,
sportsmanship and his gentlemanly
which is little more than a break In
COLONEL EVANS RETIRES
manner won for him a large number today.
the coral reef, the schooner struck
of friends Johnson was admired for
Washington, May 27. Colonel Willightly, and the beak, which had been liam P. Evans, recently in command
his splendid physique and his gen
SAFETY CONGRESS
Infantry, stationed
Milan, Italy, May 27. Eighteen na repaired at Pepeete, broke open and of the Twenty-fift- h
tlemanly conduct He was introduced
in the state of Washington, was placto the crowd by Promoter Jack Cur-le- tions, including the United tates. are water began to flood the ship.
The wind blew a gale and it was ed on the retired list of the army to
and Charles O'Malley
represented at the first international
Johnson, accompanied' by his wife Safety congress which opened hero to impossible to return to the harbor. An day. Colonel Evans Is from Wisconand the advance guard of his camp day. The conference is for the pur attempt then was made to taVe shel sin, and was graduated from the West
move ter on the lee side of the Island hlle Point academy in 1878.
retinue, arrived on train No 9. He pose of promoting a world-wid- e
found the station platform crowded ment for the ' conservation of human
to the limit and a band playing in life in Industry. It will consider techspiring music. A cheer went us as nical means and safety devices tend
We have on hand a complete stock of
the black man he is as black, by ing to protect the life and limb of
the laborer, as well as the hygiene
the way, as anything you ever saw
of the industry. The United States
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
the subjects and the speakers who if represented by a committee from
'
will discuss them are: "Progress of the American Museum of Safety, in
At The Most Reasonable Prices
City Planning," Frederick L. Olmstead, New York, headed by its director, Dr.
the noted landscape architect; A. W. W. H. Tolman.
Brunner of New York and Professor
f Get our quotations before buying
G. F. Swaia of Harvard University;
JERSEY CAMPAIGN ENDS
"Studies of Specific Areas," J. R.
Trenton, N. J., May 27. Political
to
Coolidge of Brookline, Mass., and Ar leaders eave final instructions
thur A. Shurtleff of Boston; "How the their llteuatenants in the New Jersey
Old Town
Phone Main 150
City Planning Bills are to be Paid,' campaign 'today; the speakers closed
Nelson P. Lewis of New York and their tours and the lines were drawn
James A. Galllvan of Boston, and "The tight for the voting tomorow, when
Zoning Principle of Germany Ap- the state's preference for presidential
plied to the United . States," B. A. candidates, republican and democraHalderman of Philadelphia,
tic, will be expressed at the primaJefferson Raynolds President
ries. The general prediction is that
HaPett Raynolds Cashier
E. D. Raynolds',Vice President
DUKE LAYS CORNERSTONE
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
the result of the contest between
Stephen B. Davis Vice President
Toronto, Ont., May 27. His Royal Taft and Roosevelt for the republican
Highness the Duke of Connnught to' endosement Is likely to be exceedingday laid the cornerstone for the new ly clode.
wing of the Weston Tubereolosis sani
tarium. The new building is to be
CONGRESS OF AMERICANISTS
erected through the munificence of
London, May 27. The eighteenth
W. J. Gage of this city and will be International Congress of Americandevoted wholly to the treatment of ists, which holds its sessions at the
'
children.
Imperial institute this week, has attracted to London a very distinguishOF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
NOTICE TO AUTO DRIVERS.
ed body of men, who have made of the
To avoid accidents traffic regula- two Americas a special study. The
tions will be enforced as rigidly as program provides for the reading of
possible during the summer and driv more than 50 papers, dealin? mainly
Capital, $100,000 Surplbsi and Undividid Profits $35,000
ers accustomed to using the lef side with the aboriginal races of America,
of streets and turning wrong will do their origin,
distribution, history,
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acwell to use caution as they will be language, customs and religions; the
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Amerwarned but once by the police. Pub- monuments and archaeology of
lic safety demands that your car ica, and the history of the discovery
"under perfect con- and occupation of the new world. Tne
should always
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
oi
trol on the city streets and left stand Duke of Connaught la the pat-othe congress, and the pras'dont Is
ing only close to the curb.
POLICE COMMITTEE.
Sir Clements Markham.
chauffeur. Within a week Johnson's
Tom Flanagan of Toronto, Can., is expected to arrive.
Johnson's mother and sisters will
reach here in a few days and take up
their abode in the Johnson camp.
Johnson says he weighs 232
pounds and is in prime condition. He
announced his intention of beginning
work today, taking two long runs
each day, one In the morning and the
other in the afternoon. On Thursday,
if he Is settled in his training camp,
Johnson will .begin gymnasium work.
Among the sparring partners who ac
companied Mr. Johnson are two
giants. They are considerably larger
than Johnson and are said to be fighters of no mean ability. When not
battling with these men Johnson will
with his
wrestle
big .bass viol, which he brought with
trainer-in-chi'e-
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A WOMAN'8 VIEW.
San Francisco, May 27 The thrill(By Ollle Atwell Shearer.-Th- e
ing tale of the destruction of the
boxing exhibition which is to
schooner G. W. Watson
on a coral reef of the South Pacific take place July 4 in Las Vegas would
and the escape of Captain Thomas H. drop into destruction, together with
charged and the skipper prepared to all other similar events if Us enemies
told when the steamship Aorangi ar- had the power to kick it there.
"Every evil thing has Us spark ot
rived from Australia today.
On board the Aorangi was the Wat good. Every good thing has Us spark
son s entire crew of seven men, in of evil." If prize fighting is evlL
addition to the captain and the little then its spark of good Is larger than
a spark.
It is a flashlight. Imwomen whose
honeymoon brought
mense, brilliant, and. illuminating;
her face to face with death.
On April 4 the vessel struck the where our sons can see the result of
stepped from the train. Those in the reef and two days afterward broke
strict temperance, and skilled trainup
party are Mrs. Johnson, Marty Cut- completely,
in the development of the human
ing
leaving the shtnwrecked
ler, Jack DeBray, John Perkins and
and endurance.
company on the Island of Riatea, a body into strength
William Brown,
sparring partners;
They can see the development of
sale
from
day's
where
Papeete,
they
Mrs. Johnson's maid and Johnson's
in health and contour
three-maste-

anti-trus-

-

the water in the hold arotse to over
to
eight feet and the veasel
list badly.
Fearing the vessel was about to
capsize, the skipper compe'led Us
bride to seek safety In a sinu'l boat
which was attached to the schooner
ly a l.gtt hawser. A hatchet was
thrust into the young woman's bauds,
with instructions to cat the l:ne U (Lo
However,' all esship went down.
caped and the Watson finally broke
up when she went hard aground oa
the coral shore.

Heavyweight

"May the best man win," Bald Jack
Johnson last night in addressing a
large crowd that had gathered in
front of the Castaneda hotel to welcome the world's heavyweight champion to 'the city. "I thank the people
declared Johnson,
of Las Vegas,"
"for turning out in such large numbers to greet me upon my arrival in
your cify. I shall try to' show you
that I am worthy of your friendly interest. It has never been said ot
Jack Johnson that he didn't do his
best. In the bout to be conducted on
the Fourth of July I expect to do the
best I can to retain my title. But
above all things, I am sincere in the
hope that the best man may win."

The exercises were opened last
night with a beautiful piano solo by
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, the head of
the department ot Instrumental music
Rev. Norman Skinof the Normal.
ner, pastor of the Presbyterian
church, made the opening prayer.
The program of the exsrtsefl is as
follows:
Voluntary ''Venezia e Napoli"....
Fr. Liszt
..,
Miss Marguerite Cluxton
Doxology ...(Congregation standing)
Holy, Holy, Holy Lord,
Evermore be Thou adored,
Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove,
God of comfort, peace and love,
Evermore be Thou adored,
Holy, Holy, Holy Lord.
Rev. Norman Skinner
Prayer
"Let Love Undying"
Hymn
Scripture reading. ... .The 39th Psalm
Rabbi Samuel Pelper

Announcements
"Hark! Hark, My Soul"
Anthem
Rheumatism is due to an excess of urio acid, an irritating. Inflammatory Baccalaureate sermon
circulation
of
the
because
into
weak
which
kldnoys,
gets
accumulation,
"The First American"
are usually
constipation, Indigestion, and other physical irregularities which
can
ever
reach , President Frank H. H. Roberts
no
Nothing
of
applied
externally
considered
importance.
most such treatment can do is soothe the pains
the seat of this trouble; theand
'"America
other mineral medicines really add to the Hymn
temporarily; while potash
fluid therefore continually grows more acrid Benediction...... Rev. W. R. Guiggjn
this
and
the
of
blood,
acidity
the different muscles and joints,
and vitiated. Then instead .of nourishing
and elastic condition, it gradually hardens
keeping them in a normally supple
oils
natural
and fluids. Rheumatism can ' CITY PLANNING CONFERENCE
and stiilens them by drying up the
Boston, May 27. The fourth annual
never be cured until the blood is purified. S. S. 8. thoroughly cleanses and
the cause conference on city planning began
renovates the circulation by neutralizing the acids and driving
invigorates the blood so that Instead its sessions in Boston today with a
from the system. It strengthens andacrid
and painful corrosive matter in
depositing
oi a sour, weak stream,
it nourishes the entire body with pure, rich large attendance of city engineers,
the muscles, joints and bones,
8. S. 8. contains no potash, prominent architects and social workblood and permanently cures Rheumatism.
but is made entirely of roots, herbs and ers and students of municipal life in
alkali or other harmful mineral,
and tonio properties. Book on Rheumatism and
barks of great purifying to
The conference will congeneral.
all who write.
ny medical advice free
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. tinue in session three days. Among
.
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ers, designates Its pastime occasions by tbiB characteristic term. And
when, once a year, they swing around
the country and play several of the
largest cities In one gnla week, this

Gambecomes the Lambs
bol. The first
performance takes
place at the Metropolitan opera house
EDITOR in this city tonight. The other perM. PADGETT
formances of. the week will be given
in Washington, Baltimore, Atlantic
K
U'lty, Philadelphia, Newark, Brooklyn,
Springfield and! Boston.
Entered at the poatofSce at East
Among the famous
actors, playLam Vegas, New Mexico, (or transmis- wrights and managers taking part are
sion through the United State malls David Warfield, Raymond Hitchcock,
Jefferson de Angells, Robert Mantcll,
M second class matter.
Wilton Laekaye,. Robt. Edeson, MacU- TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
lyn Arbuckle, Montgomery and Stone,
Dustin Farnum, William
Dally, by Carrier:
Courtlelgh,
$ .05 Eddie Foy,' James O'Neh, Pavid Iie- Pee Copy
15 lasco, Charles Klein,
Ona Week
George V. Hob-ar5
One Month
George H. Cohan and Augustus
Ona Year
Thomas.
Victor "Herbert and his orchestra are going along to furnlsn
Dally by Mall
6.00 the musical
One Year
portion of the
-

t,

8 00
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 27. The dullness
of today's early session In the stock
market was attributed to the United
States supreme court, which was reconvened, after a fortnight's recess.

VETERANS BIDDEN

York, May 27. Proxies V
shareholders of the Waters Pierce Oil
company were sought by agents act-I- n
directly for John D. Rockefeller to

defeat the Pierce faction Of the company last February and place Standard Oil interests in control, according
to testimony given here today before
a commissioner by Charles T'. White,
seortary of the Standard Oil company
of New Jersey.
Mr. White testified that he was instructed by James A. Moffett, vice
president of the Standard Oil company, to gather proxies In the name
of Walter F; Taylor and Michael Van
Buren. He said Mr. Moffett told him
at the time that he "was acting for
Mr. J. D. Rockefeller and other large
Interests."
Mr. Rockefeller, the witness said,
of the stock of the
owned
Waters Pierce company. Mr. White
got Mr. Rockefeller's proxy and those

Finest Quality Fruits and VeREPRESE IT getables From Field to Can

velopment It decided to make no commitments. Bonds were easy.
Some Improvement was shown during the noon hour under the leader
ship of Reading, but with scarcely
any appreciable increase of business.
The market closed heavy.; In th
last hour It became known that the
supreme court had adjourned without
acting on the coal cases and the market again weakened ellg&tly.
The closing sales for the day were:
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
Atchison

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
,
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel pfd.

The Same Day.

COMMISSION IN CHARGE OF GETTYSBURG ANNIVERSARY SENDS
RESOLUTIONS

82
130

The commission in charge ot arrangements for the celebration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the battle of
Gettysburg Is anxious that veterans of
the civil war residing in New Mexico attend the celebration, which, will
be held July
next year. The following resolution has been sent to

10GJ4

Governor William C. McDonald:

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Notedj

For
CLEANLINESS

QUALITY PURITY

4

ASH YOUR GROCER FOB "FORT" BHAKD

Fiftieth Anniversary
of the
Battle of Gettysburg Commission
Honorable W. C. McDonald

1324
.'.118

.....120
172

AT

FOLLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

Governor of New Mexico
Your Excellency:

.....111
.....173

We have the honor to advise you
of the above comBY THE PRESBYTERIANS
held April 30, 1912, the folmission,
KCash In Advance for Mall Subscriplowing resolution was unanimously
tions)
adopted:
GENERAL
or
ASSEMBLY
SAYS
check
THEY
money
MofRemit by draft,
of Messrs. William Rockefeller,
Whereas It is Important that this
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
THE
order. If sent otherwise we will not
M.
. INFLUENCE
C.
M.
Pratt.
Flager
Henry
fett,
commission shall be advised, at as
a
FOR
THE
WEEK
4
tor
JUDICIARY.
lots.
te responsible
and many others but of all whom he
early a date as possible, of the prob
Specimen copies free on
approached none asked him for what
able number of veterans who may be
27
The
Unit
Seattle, Wash., May
directors Messrs. Taylor and Van Buexpected to be present at the propos
ed Presbyterian general assembly to ren would vote for. Van Buren is a
Monday
ed
of the Battle of
Women's
eastof
the
AT
DISCONTINUED
championships
took
ILL PAPERS
day
up the report of the commitof John D. Archbold, presiGettysburg,
ern
at
states,
tee on industrial conditions. The re dent of the Standard, Mr. White said,
Haverford, Pa.
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
And whereas, this information can
Finish wrestling match
between
PAID FOR. ,
port discusses unemployment, pover and Taylor was employed
in the
be
obtained only from the executive
Mike
Yokel
and Walter Miller, at Salt
ty, fabulous weallh in the hands of a Standard's legal department.
officers of the several states and ter
Lake
City.
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
few, child labor, the social evil and
It was the first time in the history
New England intercollegiate tennis ritories.
largest dally and weekly circulation other phases of the labor problem, to of the Standard oil, Mr. White said,
Thefefore resolved, that the gov
at Boston.
championships,
of any newspaper In Northwestern show the magnitude of the evils that that any official, so far as he knew,
ernors of the various states and
New Mexico.
threaten civilization.
Tuesday
Of the courts, had canvassed shareholders of another
territories be, and that they are hereHugo Kelly vs. Jack Dillon,
10
the report says:
He knew, he
company for proxies.
by respectfully and earnestly request
TELEPHONES
at Indianpolis
"They seem (to be too much con said, that the Pierce and Standard Oil rounds,
to invite, by executive proclamaMain 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
Eddie
vs.
Bob Moha, 10 ed,
McGoorty
cerned about legal forms and techni- Interests were very hostile and that
or otherwise, the surviving honMain 9
tion,
at
NEWS DEPARTMENT
New
rounds,
York.
calities, and not sufficiently concern the proxies he procured would be used
orably
discharged northern and south
of
the
Opening
season of the Ken
ed about the weightier matters of Jus in the election last February. Mr.
ern veterans, who may now be rest- MONDAY, MAY 27, 1912.
Kitty league.
tice and mercy. There is a grave sus- White was in charge, he said, of the
western open golf championship be dents of their respective states and
picion everywhere voiced that corpo quest'for proxies..
territories, to "report, within 60 days
rate interests exert an unwholesome
John D. Rockefelier, who is under gins at Idlewild club, Chicago,
of such notification to the adjutant
Wednesday
Influence over a considerable num subpoena to appear as a witness in the
Annual exhibition of Devon Horse general of their state whether they
ber of our courts, and that they have hearing in the suit which was institut
Show association opens at Devon, Pa, will or will not attend the
displayed' a orntcioua activity in the ed in St. Louis, by the Standard Oil
ia woigast vs. Leach Cross, 10
election' and appointment of Judges company of New York against the
"Resolved, that the executives of the
at New York.
rounds;
Waters-Piercwho would be. in a .large
Oil company .appeared
measure
several states and territories be and
McFarland
vs.
Packey
Ray Bronson,
amenable to their control."
by counsel today before A. S. Jacob, 10 rounds at
that they are hereby respectfully re
Indianapolis.
the commissioner. Mr. Rockefeller's
quested to report to this commission.
vs.
Trott
10
Pal Brown,
bammy
lawyer promised to produce the oil rounds
as soon as practicable, a tabulated
at Columbus.
magnate whenever the commissioner
statement sbowlng the total number
LORI'lER TALKS--ABOU- T
Thursday
desires his testimony. Mr. Untermeyof responses received, and the num
international
RELIGION ANI BOY SCOUTS
sweepstakes
er said Mr. Rockefeller probably
ber of veterans who have responded
John automobile race 'at Indianapolis,
would be examined tomorrow.
WEATHER-TODA- Y
THE
either affirmatively or negatively to
race
of
on
boats
of the Catholic
Relay
the
power
'The
D. Archbold did not appear.
this request."
Hudson
New
Al
York to
river, from
authorities in the Boy Scouts, move
The suit is brought to compel the
This Information is vital to us in
bany.
an
evi
as
taken
ment, may fairly be
tellers at the recent election of offiACCUSED SENATOR
work of preparing for the accom
the
of
the spring race meeting
Opening
dence of growing liberality on the
cers of the Waters Pierce company to
REGARDING HIS RUMORmodation and comfort of the veterans
at
Latonia.
that
count the votes deposited
part of a great religious body
by the
ED RESIGNATION
Fortieth annual regatta of Harlem soldiers who will attend the anniver
has not been especially hospitable
Standard Oil company faction. The
sary. It Is not available to us from
Regatta
association, at New York,
to count
toward new enterprises. To be sure,
Chicago, May 27. United States Waters Pierce faction refused
the pension bureau, or the
either
Alfred
De
Oro vs. Edward Ralph, fot
the Boy Scouts movement Is not re Senator, William Lorlmer appeared at the votes on the ground that If Stand
Grand Army of the Republic, or the
billiards
at
pocket
In
championship,
ligious nor even primarily moral,
the bank of which he Is president ard Oil Interests control their com
United Confederate Veterans. There
the sense that it is designed especial today and was closely questioned con- pany they will forfeit their charter Trenton, N. J.
will, doubtless, be many casualties
New
York
state
ath
Intercollegiate
ly to inculcate religious doctrines or cerning the visit of Vice President in Missouri.
veterans between now
N1.
letic championships at Hamilton,
Y, among these
moral teachings, save along the Sherman to Chicago last Saturday.
Mr. White testified that the directors
and the date of the celebration, but a
Friday
broadest lines. By reason of this lat Senator Lorlmer made no objection to of the Standard Oil company previous
athletic fair and helpful approximation of the
ter fact it may be suggested that so the questions asked him, nor did he to the dissolution, met daily, but that National intercollegiate
number tobe expected can be secured
at
Philadelphia,
far as possible ecclesiastical lines answer any of them except to smile no minutes were kept. Mr. vvnue championships,
In the manner we hereby suggest,
should not be drawn by denomina- - and reply regarding his health and said that the Standard Oil company Annual championships of the West and we
very earnestly solicit your
ern
Conference
at
Athletic
association,
tionalizing any section of the Scouts the weather. The colloquy follows: directors held daily meetings which
personal good offices In the matter.
Lafayette, Ind,
we
tagged .with the name of this or that
"Senator, did the vice president were secret.
We believe that the method
Canadian
trials
Olympic swimming
church. Such Imes cannot be drawn "have a talk with you Saturday about
"Is there on the minutes of the di
in
the
terms
In
outlined
have
general
in Montreal.
without hamjtiring the efficiency of the advisability of resigning your seat rectors or stockholders meetings, or begin
above resolutions, If duly noted In the
Saturday
of
the
-- "Che
In
of
records
an
the
else
organization
anywhere
Boy Sccjbts
in the senate?"
to the
National
Intercollegiate athletic press of your state, and brought
world-wid- e
scope intended to pro
A. "I am feeling a trifle chill7, to Standard Oil company of New Jersey,
and
various
of
posts
the
attention
athletic
Philadel
at
championships,
mote manliness, patriotism, health' day."
accomanything to show that any action
will
of
the
veterans,
camps
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the reported whatever was taken to carry out the
fulness, useful service and other
Q. "Have you seen
Annual championships of Western plish Us object, but if, in your wis
su
federal
dethe
of
decree
and
dissolution
virtues of the most practical
poll of .the senate T";
Athletic association at Lafayette, Ind. dom, you can supplement or amend
.slrable.sort
A.
"I can safely say that I am preme court?" asked Mr. Untermeyer.
we shall be happy to have
Opening of annual spring meeting this plan,
"Nowhere that I know of," said Mr.
'To have a Methodist regiment or feeling 'better today than I have teen
you do so.
fc
of the Montreal Jockey club.
White.
"brigade, therefore a Presbyterian or of late."
We greatly desire to have a prompt
Northwest
athletic
intercollegiate
Catholic, a Republican or Demo
Q. "Have you decided whether you
and general response to our request,
championships, at- Portland, Ore.
or a Blue-eyewill resign your seat or continue the
for your kind
cratic, a
Wisconsin
state
intercollegiate and Bhall be grateful
division of the Boy Scouts would be fight."
in the matter. We shall
at
Wis,
LOCATES
championships
Appleton,
JOHNSON
A. "It is a remarkably pleasant
merely to erect artificial and arbi
Annual games of the Intercollegiate also appreciate your acknowledgement
effectiveFriends
now."
widest
to
the
feel
barriers
better
I
and
trary
day
association of Western ' Pennsylvania of this communication and any ad
ness of the enterprise which Is vastly of Lorlmer repeated today their belief
vices you may feel willing to give,
ON WEST SIDE and West Virginia, at Sharon, Pa.
broader than any religious creed or that he will not resign under any cirWith high regard, we are, very re
any political subdivision of the peo- cumstances.
your obedient servants,
spectfully,
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
LOUIS WAGNER, Chairman,
ple. There ought to be no labels on
GETS
BOXER
CREDITORS.
HEAVYWEIGHT
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
J. RICHARDS BOYLE, Secretary.
any of the sections, exception such
In the District Court of the United
LEASE ON HOME OF FRANattle Re
Kansas City,. May 27.
as will show that they are all AmerStates for the District, of New Mex--:
CISCO BACA Y SANDOVAL.
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ican Boy Scouts, all equally dedicated ceipts 6,000, including 1,000 southerns.
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orsteers
$6.50
Native
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steady.
admirable
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purposes
After a trip to the ForBythe ranch In the matter- of George J. Freder ward for any case 01 vmarru mi,,
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place
serving it in any possible manner. 6.50; native
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icks, of East
They may be Congregationalisms or 8.50: stockers and feeders $5.00
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We, the undersigned, have known
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a more
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declared
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lambs house of Francisco Baca y Sandoval In the town of Las Vegas, New Mexi- stlpatlon.
ANNUAL GAMBOL OF THE LAMBS. steady muttons $1.0006.00;
side.
West
co, on the 5th day of June, A. O.
New York, May. 27 This is the $6.509.50ilVange wethers and year- on San Francisco street,
If you want to get the want yoi
By noon he was comfortably located 1912, at 9 a. m. on the forenoon ot want to get. yon want to get your
week of all weeks for the Lambs
lings $4.256.00; range ewes $3.00
there. Johnson announced he would said day, at which time the said cred- - want In a want getter. The OpUc
not the lambs of the fields, or the 5.25; Texas goats $3.00 3.75.
take his cross country runs on tbe.itors may attend, prove their claims, wants you to get the want yon want
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see
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such other
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ROCKEFELLER TRIED TO OBTAIN Wall street professed to believe that
the court would hand down some ImPROXIES IN WATERS-PIERCdecision and pending such deportant
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
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and see our SHOP SPECIALS for the next lev days

Our unprecedented reductions on all foot wear wil
surprise you.

M. DANZEGE I!
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"Better Clothes for Boys" has been the
Bacharach effort, not merely
today or
yesterday or last month, but all the time
the Bacharach store is seeking
ways to
produce better clothes for boys. When you
add to such determination the skill that
comes through years of
practical experience in buying, it is no wonder that
im.
portant results are achieved. See our two
trouser suits.
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Simple Summer Frocks for Young Girls
of 2 to 18 years. Not styles designed for
older women and made smaller to fit the
"younger set'-'- but frocks carefully thought
.
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uut iiidt me gins metnseives want, and
also what mother considers suitable
Quaint white lawnl dresses and laces
and embroideries set on in simple ways
becoming youthful figures. Also delightful
gingham dresses
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Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck
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SUNDAY DINNER
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SHIRT WAISTS

For Tuesday and Wednesday
We will have on sale an unexcelled assorment of Sample
White Law Waists.
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The management of the Las Vegas
Ortiz.)
(By Daniel
Santa Fe, N. M., May 27 In a one Maroons Is negotiating with a num
tain district, put "Kid- Williams of sided game yesterday the Las Vegas ber of fast teams over the state for
It is Easiest to Choose
from
present
Vernon, Calif., on the floor for the ggregation of ball tossers defeated games and Judging
From'a Full Assortment
count in the seventh round of a bout the Santa Fe team by the score of 7 prospects, there will be something
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now
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from
baseball
the
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doing
the
The
visitors
staged Saturday night
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opera house during the course the in the early innings, scorlngr Oiree line. Manager Plowman received letpurchase supplies.
boxing exhibition for the benefit of runs In the first Inning, one In the ters this morning from the manageHarry Lojenzen left this atternoon the Las
Vegas ball team. ThiB bout third, two in the fourth and annexing ment of the Amarillo and the Dalhart,
on a short business trip to Wagon
was one of the fastest and most clev another in the eighth. The features Texas, teams, both desiring to book
Mound and Ocate.
er pugilistic exhibitions ever staged of the game were the pitching of games wit htbe Maroons in the near
A big line of commencement
and In the state add well worth the price Barr for Las Vegas, of Beam for San- future. The fast Santa Fe
gift hooks tor graduation presents at of admission for the entire evening's ta Fe, the battting of Lockhart and
will play In Las Vegas on Wed
Murphey'a' drug store.
entertainment. Both scrappers were Mclntyre for Las Vegas, and the nesday and Thursday of next 'Vsek
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena reEZCUISSiEr We have a large assortment oi
fast and game add up to the stab fielding" of Canavan for Santa Fe and and the Albuquerque team has heen
turned this afternoon from a shoit round, in which Chavez floored Wil of First Baseman Mclntyre of the, booked for games here on Friday and
business trip to SauUa Fe.
liams with an upper cut to the Jaw, it-- visitors who accepted 16 chances Saturday. The local management is
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS
D. T. Hoskius left yesterday morn looked
as K the bout would go the without an error, and a home run by also in communication with the Goving for. Santa Fe traveling overland eight ..scheduled rounds to a draw. Joe Berardlnelli of Santa Fe In the ernment Indian school endeavoring to
LOWEST PRICES
and WIRE, ALL WIDTHS
in his new touring car.
The two bosers used different tactics. sixth Inning. Lopez started to pitch book the Indians from the Duke (,lty
Mllnor Rudolph, a prominent ranch- - Chavez's clever footwork saved him but retired after the fourth in favor for games to be played here.
team
The fast
maa ot Mora, was a visitor in ias from many a savage punch and Wil of Beam who held the visitors to one
Vegas yesterday and today.
liams blocked Chavez's blows with single hit the rest of the game. Barr from San Bernadino, Calif., has writ
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will
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ner. Both were fast and game and gans was very effective, and was ac aggregation
bout,
a bout between these two boxers will corded perfect support, not a single attend the big championship
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Drove a drawing card in the error being made by his team mates. and is desirous of scheduling a
always
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inspector, was in Las ve- Meadow City.
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Jimmy Flynn,
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The Santa Fe team will play at gue, having pulled down the chamwere visitors in Las Vegas yesterday entertainment, coins three minutes
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with two of his saprring , partners. Las Vegas May 29 and 30, when they pionship last season.
Dawson, Van Houten, Santa Fe, AlD. G. Dwyer arrived Saturday nUUt Though Flynn's tactics didn't make expect to get revenge.
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San Marcial, Belen and possibly
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President
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in an Overland 35 fore door touring and Miss Henrietta Kauffman, daughD.
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MANAGEMENT OF MAROONS EX.
PECTS TO MAKE A LONG
SCHEDULE.
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(The Popular Priced Store)
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FOR LOCALS

GGOnC LUrJBEH GO.

fast colored figured
Batiste in light and dark patterns at 10c a yard.
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard..
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.

Finest A La Carte

III PROSPECT

FE

at

30 inch

&
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GRADUATION PRESENTS

Fly Time will Soon be Here

WASH GOODS

Hoffman

CATTLE

Hermann.

Theodore Halnluie cams lu tola
morning trom his ranch on the upper
Sapello river.
Mrs. Qua Lehman lutli thin
morning
tor Hermit's Lodge wnere tine will
spend the week.
Joae Dario Guiterrez, a sheepman
ot Las Yentatias, was )n Las VegaB today on business.
C. D. lilacs, drove, lu tnis
morning
trom his dry farm on the mesa, to

NET DAINTY

a

ge

Watrous.

Phone Malu i

i

fountain

Hurray Carleton, Jr.. was in Las
Veas today trom his ranch east of

CO.

HOODGAIS

LOSES MAROONS DEFEAT

WILLIAMS
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MAY 27, 1912.
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429 Grand,

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
end why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of (or a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

MONDAY,

$30,000.00

The. Rosenthal
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EXPERT

BUSINESS , .
DIRECTORY
THOMAS J. MORTIMER
EXPERT SHQEttEPAMNG

8 12 '.DOUGLAS

A VENUE

CENTRAL HOTEL
r.mS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand andDouglas Ave.
EEast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
Phone Main 447
416 Grand

Business

General Garage

A. H. Lorenzen

ON FALLIN3
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SURE THING

SAFEL1

Motorcycle Racer Explaina Why
Isn't Killed When He Tumble
on Saucer Track.

MONDAY, MAY 27, 1912.

Ht

ITIIE OPTIC

In the Second

"People who know nothlug about It
think that tailing from a motorcycle
going at high aped Is sure death," remarked Joe Walters, the famous
racer, who was recently spilled from
his machine while It was moving at
the rate of 90 miles an hour, and escaped with a few scratches. "As
matter of fact It ia safer to fall from
a machine moving at 100 miles an
hour than It Is to fall from one going
at half that rate of speed. If the speed
Ib great enough to throw the rider
free of his machine he slides along
tne track and escapes with a few
scratches, or, possibly, some broken
bones. The development of the motorcycle saucer track greatly lessens the
danger. If the rider Is at the bottom
of the track he runs small danger ol
being Injured, provided he has presence of mind to keep from under the
motor In case of an upset. The few
riders that have been killed were
either caught under the machines oi
were riding near the top of the track
and brought ud against one of the
posts. In my fall at Los Angeles the
law of gravitation brought into play
by the third of a mile circumference
of the track kept my weight and the
weight of the machine off the boardt
until the momentum had slackened
and there was practically no danger.
The marks I made on the track will
bear out my statement. There is a
scratch about fifty feet In length almost Immediately In front of the paddock, 200 feet from where I started to
fall. The mark shows the comparatively short distance the machine and
I Bllpped before coming to a standstill. The only damage I sustained was
a bent pedal and some minor
scratches." ,,
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firm grasp.

"Marian, what sense is there in this
stubbornness? You know, that I do
not care bo much for the reason of
rour going as I do your not telling
me."
She tried to free herself. "That is
not true," she gasped. "You want to
know why I went there. I'd have told
you, some time, if you'd trusted me."
"But, Marian, I hear you've been going there for a month, and I've known
nothing of It. You knew I'd hate a
thing like that
"Your Informant ought to have
found out more. Why not have him
try again? I'll never tell you, never.
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Herman, W.
Secretary.
N. O.
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munication first and
1
third Thariday in
-

cents pr line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy lesc apace than two
Angry Passerby Look here! Why
advertle mont
don't you clean the mud off your line. All
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
ldewalkf
ler at his words.
Citizen If you people wouldn't stop without regard to number of words.
"Since you have the tickets, yes."
Just as she feared, he caught her and row so much you'd soon wear
Cash In advance preferred.
wrist as she passed and held ber in path.
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t,

A. F.
Rwtuiax com-

NO
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CHAPMAN

The ominous tinkle of the little
;lock striking the hour made them
loth look up. Ha was first to speak,
is he drew from his pocket two slips
)f pasteboard, his words came In dull
even tones.
"Here are the theater tickets I
ought last week. If you care to go,
iv e may aa well pass the time there as
n any other way."
Before answering Bhe closed her
jook and placed It carefully upon the
:able. She gave no hint of haste nor
if the response that passed through
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ommander. Harry
Martin, Keeper 'Jf
Records and Seal

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Kf- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Ikular conclave seoona T
Meets mrormd
B. P. O. ELKS
day In each moath at Ma
.enloa of
fourth
Tuesday
v.
sonic Temple at 7:20 p. m. C.
hall.
C
R
O
at
month
Boucher,
C; Cha. Tamme. reare cordially
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brothers
H. Hunker. Exal'e-- i
Condon. Secretary.

corder.
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Vlitii
lnltd. C

Ruler;

W.
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LAS VEGAS CHAPTER Ne. S, ROYAL
0RfUr eonvoc
ARCH MASON
ATTOKSEVH
tlon first Monday in eacn
month nt Masonle TemHUNKER A HUNKER
Chester A. Hubs
ple, at 7:10 p. m. M. R. Geo. H. Hunker
WlUlama, H. P.; F. O.
Attorneys at Law.
Mexle
, Blood,
Secretary.
Las Vesas.
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RANSFORD CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

LOCAL HIE CAHOj
first and third Fridays In
Maaoaio Tempi & Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; Jamea O. Rutledge
EAST BOUND
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp, Arrive
:15 p. at
Secretary. Phono Main 229. 120 No. 2.. . :10
m. .
Grand aveaua.
11:10
m
No. 4. . .11:05
1:25
m
No. 8.. . 1:15
NO. No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m.. . .. 2:10
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
10J Meeta every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
WEST BOUhO
o'clock.
Visiting members are No. 1...
1:45 p.
1:20 p. m
cordially welcome. B. EL Gehring, No. 3
6:15 p.
6:10 a. m
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary; No. 7
4:50 p.
4:40 p. m..
C. H. Bally, treaaarer.
7:00 p.
6:35 p. m
No.
8v-A- fMta

Wanted

WANTED Girl for general house
matter what happens, I'll never
work, wages $30. None
without
tell you."
references considered. Apply at Op
He dropped her hand at that, and
tic office.
he went on Into the other room.
all
her
had
she
returned
.When
she
eavy
DEALER
WANTED
Men and teams for
SYSTEM IS NEEDED IN THIS emotions well in control.
freighting lumber. Steady work;
Hardware and
They reached their seats in the theas the curtain went up. In
good pay. Apply Leonard & Cousin,
Operation of Spring House Cleaning ater just
Wagon Material
the half light Marian removed her hat
East Las Vegas ox Sands, N. M.
Seems to Cry for Reform, Says
marwe
were
Before
Mrs.
Jackson
and coat, and tried to settle herself to
Mere Man.
world at
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said
lay
you
you'd
in
the
out
thrown
gather the threads
my feet
Good single
wanted
driving
We have no desire to pose as one first act.
Mr. Jackson WellT
of
horse. See McClanahan,
silence
strained
into
Rosenthal MODERN WOODMEN OF AMEBICthe
Suddenly
Mrs. Jackson Now, you are not
criticizing another's method of work. the audience came a voice. "She says
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DINNER

FOR CLASS OF

of regents to
provide for the best Almond Ice Cream
Assorted Cak
possible teachers and equipment mat
Crackers
Cheese
Roquefort
.
the ttrhmtl ..
,uw BUU prosper.
He
,
cafe Noir
"a u m up to the students to une
the means provided them for securing
pood education.
"The Facultv"ini.in.
OJ
..ou u..
Dean Frank Carroon. who
entertained
iliis hearers with sooo. loytc ami
ttoou
Miss Aurora Lucero
spoke on
'The Alumni Association." MiH iM.
.cero's oratorical ability and her heau-- !
jtlful command of the English Ian-jKnaae. have ataways made her In!
nau-'
demand at Normal
function,
She won much
applause Saturrinv ' muw O. TALBOTT WILL BRING
night
un ner elouuent
mMnu
TEN PULLMANS TO JOHNSON-FLYNYesterday" was the subject ssBln.
BOUT
ed to former fiovernnr. wmin
' ' uiiuiu i .
Mills, one of the best friends the
l
John O. Talbott of Denver, who ,1s
University is pleased to number.
The. governor made some humorous a visitor in the city, will pilot a speremarks about the nearness of yes- cial train of Denver fight fans to the
Meadow City on July 4. the occasion
terday, the clock having tolled the
of
the Johnson-Flynbout Mr, Talhour of 12 Just before he arose to
bott said today that at the least calPeak.
He said that the 'Normal
culation he will run a train of ten
,laeflll ypgter, standard
...,,n,Lj llag naa
Pullmans, which Is as large
and
day
he predicted for it a useful
a
nurrtber
as the railroad company
tomorrow.
will stand for, and that from the presDuring the evening the alumni as- ent proBpecta It may be necessary to
sociation elected officers
for the put on two trains. Mr. Talbot has on
coming year as follows: Frank Car- his
passenger list many wealthy and
roon, president; Margaret Cavanaugh,
well known business men and club
vice president; Aurora Lucero, secremen of Denver, his tourists being an
tary and treasurer.
from the Colexcellent

VEh 65 GUESTS ATTEND ENJOY.
ABLE FUNCTION AT THE
CASTANEDA

'.'"
ful ;:"

HOTEL.

DENVER TO SEND

n.

,

1912

TRAINLOAD OF

j'it.

FANS

i
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the most biilliautly successaffairs In the history of the
Normal diversity
wag the annual
alumni dinner Kiven Saturday evening
at the CasUnodH hotel In honor of
the member 0r the graduating class
of 1912. The eatables were delicious
ud the program of toasts was
tuihubiaotic, instructive and
humorous a combination that cannot be beaten. Over t5
guests were
present.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
president
of the Normal University, acted as
toaetmaster. In his opening
speech
he gave some Interesting figures as
to the growth of the Normal during
the past two years. Dr. Roberts said
the enrollment for the present year
was the largest of any educational institution In the state and that It was
equal to the enrollment practically of
any other two public educational establishments.
Dr. Roberts asserted
that the graduating class also outstripped the graduating classes of
any other New Mexico "chools.
The welcome to the class of 112
was given by Miss Margaret
through the. medium of clever
verse. John D. W. Veeder Bpoke on
"The Board of Regents." Mr. Veeder
made a few witty sallies at the expense of the domestic science department and then squared himself by
saying something nice about the department before plunging into the
more serious portion of his speech.
Mr. Veeder said it Is up to the board
t f
-I

inter-estiu-

Cava-naug-

h

Nor-ma-

The arrangements for the banquet
were made by the retiring officers of
the association, Rebecca McKenz'e,
Cornelia Murray, vice
president;
president, and Aurora Lucero, secretary and treasurer. In addition to the
members of the association rind the
senior class a few invited guests, including members of the board of regents, were present.
The menu was sa follows:
Consomme en Tasse
Salted Almonds
Olives
Radishes
Salmon Flake Au Gratin
Sweetbread Pattie
Toulouse
Garden Peas
New Potatoes
Maraschino Punch
Roast Young Chicken
Tomato Mayonnaise

representation
orado city.
Mr. Talbot Is a well known financier
of Denver, having teen formerly interested In the circus business. He
is taking a great Interest In the comMr. Talbot
ing pugilistio exhibtion.
was accompanied to Las Vegas by
Oeorge Ryan, a well known race horse
owner of Hot Springs, Ark., and F.
C. Clark of the same city. They will
be here several days on business relative to bringing the tralnload of Denver fans to the Meadow City.
There will be a number of special
trains from large cities run to Las
Vegas on the occasation of the battle
between the Pueblo fireman and the
"Big Smoke" and people coming to
the bout In this manner will reside
In their cars during their stay here,
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EVCH

and so relieve L"s
road from Dimming to Las cru-(B;is of arranging
for accommodations fur them.
Kngiueer Miiler will aiao inspect
e!l road
Mr. Talbot says that all Colorado a 01 uon of the Santa
to near Lamy.
cities will send larfee number
The Governor's Veto
the Meadow City for the event on
Santa Fe, N. M., May 24, 1912.
Denver,
day, especially
To Hon. E. C. de Baca, president and
Pueblo and Trinidad.
Meiub'-rof the Senate, First State
Legislature, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Gentlemen: I return herewith with'
out approval, Committee Substitute
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
for Senate Bill No. 43, entitled, "An
act appropriating funds for payment
Santa Fe, N. M., May 27. The two of salaries of members and employes
following sums of money were receiv- of the state corporation commission
of
ed In the office of State Treasurer O. and for the necesary expenses
N. Marron:
state said commission."
Chaves
county,
This bill provides an appropriation
road fund, $1,500; insurance fees $2.
of $7,875 to pay the salaries of the
Notaries Public Appointed
The following were apoplnted no- corporation commissioners from Jantaries public by Governor W. C. McDon- uary 15" to November 30, 1912; also
ald Saturday: C. C. Cagle, Roswell, $7,425 to pay the salaries of "officers,
Chavee county; M. B. Krause, Mora assistants and subordinates," during
Mora county; W. P. Keel, Lake Val- the same time, and a further approley, Sierra county; J. M. Penfleld, Lin- priation of $14,700 Is made for "con-- i
coln, Lincoln county; O. H. Hunker, tingent and Incidental" expenses of
I,ag Vegas, San Miguel county; S. J. said commission.
There Is no question but the approAnderson, Clayton, Union county; C.
M. Iden, Clovis, Ourry county.
priation to pay the salaries of the
commissioners is JuBt and proper, as
Good Roads Work'
Work on the Grant county Red Rock these salaries are provided for by the
to Silver City road has been started constitution. How the sum of $7,425
by the state engineering department wast arrived at to "pay officers, assistthe county furnishing the funds for ants and subordinates," I am at a loss
to understand. It seems to me that if
the construction. , t
The convict formerly at Canonclto the exact amount could be calculated,
have established camp at Santa Rosa, then the different "officers, assistants
Guadalupe county. Siate Engineer C. and subordinates" might very well
D. MJller plans an inspection trip to have been ascertained and mentioned.
Socorro county to see the work being You may have had very good cause
for not mentioning these, satisfactory
done on the Magdalena-Sprlngervillroad by the state engineering depart- to yourselves, but It is not plain or
of the county. satisfactory to me.
ment with
The people of New Mexico, In my
The convicts who are doing the work
on the road are now 50 miles west opinion, have a right to know for what
of Magdalena and It Is expected that purpose and for what services, they
they will reach the Arizona line this are paying this money. Such a methsummer when the work will be taken od of paying officers and employes
would not, In my opinion, make a
up by the Arizona people.
From Magdalena State Engineer good precedent to be followed In
Miller will go to Deming to Inspect transacting the business of the state.
The lump sum of $14,700 to pay
the work on the Deming south road
and look over some work being done "contingent and Incidental expenses"
in Luna county on the Deming north of this commission seems to me to be
road. Dona Ana county Is now
excessive and unwarranted, when conin the work being done In sidering the work that has been done

.

a

4.44.

e

'

anj the expenses incurred

up to date
since January 15. From tao best evi-- j
dence obtainable, the total expense
of this commission for the four and a
half mouth from January 15 to June
1, including assistants, incidental ex
penses and everything, will not exceed $4,000 actual expenses. The appropriation for the six months, from
June 1 to November 30, would therefore be in the neighborhood of $18,000.
It may be said la explanation and
justification of this legislation, that it
is difficult to ascertain what the expenses
may be for the next six
months. It appears, however, from
tlie bill that you were able to make
exact figures on the salaries of the
officers, assistants and subordinates
who are not mentioned.
Acordlng to the best evidence at
hand at the present time, the commission has employed up to date a chief
clerk at $2,500 per annum, and assist-

tSreliy under its control and at an expense of something like $3,000 more.
It seems to me that legislation can,
be enacted so that the taxpayers will
have a better understanding of the
purposes for which their money Is to
oe expended In maintaining what may
possibly turn out to be an expensive
luxury. It Is not my purpose or desire to Interfere In any manner with
the proper provision for the payment
of officials and employes created
and provided for by our constitution
and the laws of our state, nor do I op
pose reasonable expense, but I cannot overlook the fact that this sort of
carless-nes- s
legislation Is likely to lead to
In
expenditures
and extravagance
that cannot be well understood from
the provisions of this bill.
The state auditor estimated In
statement made to the hoard of equal-- .
"
mat we requirement
Ization
maintaining and conducting the busi
ness of the corporation commission
should be about $19,000 for one year.
while this bill provide $30,000 for on
ly ten and a half months.
I am, gentlemen, respectfully youra

ants at $2,000 per annum and three
clerks at $75 per month each. This
statement was made to me by a memThese three
ber of the commission.
clerks have not been epployed all the
time. I believe that the total pay to
WILLIAM C. MCDONALD,
assistant, etc., for the first four and a
Governor of New Mexico.
half months will not exceed $2,500,
and this Includes the salary of a well
It would aurprlse you to know of
paid official, who has done very little the great good that is being done by
If any actual work: for this commis- Chamberlain's Tablets, Darius Downey, of Newberg Junction, N. B,
sion.
writes
"My wife has been using
In addition to the appropriations
Tabi U and flnda them
Chamberlain's
bill
the
for
corporaprovided in this
effectual and doing her lota of
very
tion commission, there Is now a bill good." If you have any trouble with
before the legislature making the of- your stomach o- - bowels give them a
fice of Insurance commissioner en- - trial. For ! by N dealers.
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COMETO BE HAPPY

A Mouse-Tra- p
A Mouse
A Chair
A Woman
A Scream
Furniture loaned by The Y.
and the Rosenthal

THREE FARCES BY W.
'THE

GARROTERS"-"T-

H

E

nUOSE-TRAP- "

D. HOW ELS:
--

"A LIKELY STORY"

Farces Presented by the
Three Jolly, Rollecking,
Senior Class of the New Mexico Normal University
Mirth-provokin- g

Wednesday Evening 8:30 Sharp
M. C. A.
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& 50 cervts
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is what Sugar

advanced today

advance.

FOR-

Nothing nicer for the girl graduate
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. a iced than a box of fine stationary. MurIn the wood.
Direct from distillery
phey's drug store has a splendid line.
to you.' At the Lobby, of eonrse.
A fountain pen makes a useful
Hello!
Where are you going?
man
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Straw hat time is at last here. Our St6k
just brim full of new things.

The low crown wide brim saiior fo. the young
man is very popular.

STEARNS
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The more staple shapes in Panamas and Soft
'Straws seem best for the more sedate. We have
any thing you want in the line of
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

Quality

Quantity

RgQULAR RETAIL VALUB, $13.00
and our
We trarrbu 1 never! c&rloatfi of this beautiful dinner-warmanufacturer to give as an exclusive design
large purchase na led the
ot the coat to 'advertising
and a very low pim We are c barging
pari
atfc yon to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
expense," and only
Cosmos" desljxn and cannot bo duplicated In
aet. It is of a beautiful
quality for less than 114 in any retail china a to re. It la guaranteed by both
e,

n

the manufacturer and ouraeivea.
five
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARA BEE'S Flour. Bend na
we will
draft, postal or exproaa money order, and and
coupons and $3.90 in cash,
re
end you one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons
of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
mittance to The China BeDepartment
sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson. Kansas.
The coupons lu LARABEE'8 Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverwa!
and other valuable premiums Ask for deaortpuve circular.
w
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ALL GROCERS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.

BY

increased

business,
pleased customers, t.h e n
more business and the right.

name, The
Laundry of Quality

ly earned

At

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

Call for some of those Fancy Sausages
Fresh Pork Sausages
Smoked Fresh Pork Sausages

...

Fresh Chilli Sausages

Our kind cost YOU no more.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

'

Chilli. Con Carne

Douglas

make arrangements for securing them
at this meeting.

FRESH

John Armantage, Santa Fe division
foreman at Sellgman, Ariz., who will
leoture at the Y. M. C. A hall tonight
under the auspices of the Santa Fe
reading rooms, arrived this afternoon
accompanied by his wife and Peter
FarrelV who will run the lantern
slides at the lecture. Mr. Arman
tage will lecture on "The Famine in
it with elides
India," illustrating
from photographs tafcen by him while
on a trip In Europe and Asia. Mr
Armantage will also show slides ot
prominent Santa Fe officials and of
engines used by the road.

SANITARY
BAKERY
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'

Vienna

Prices for May

Bologna
Head Cheese
.
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YOUR INSPECTION

...

Three Floors of Quality Furniture and an Over
Stocked Ware House Reasonably Priced in
Plain Figures, makes ours
THE LEADING FURNITURE STORE OF, LAS
VEGAS

J,

C.

kinds of bulk Pickles

$1.00 per dozen

Roses

$1.50 per dozen

CO. STORE
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CHARLES HENDERSON
GETS FOUR MONTHS
PLEADS GUILTY
TO
STEALING
MONEY AND GOODS FROM
DWELLING HOUSE

When arraigned in the district court
this morning on an Indictment charg
ing him with larceny from a dwelling
house Charles Henderson pleaded guilty. Judge David J. Leahy sentenced
him to four months' In the county jail
at such labor as the sheriff may determine upon. Henderson Is the man
who was charged with stealing a pair
of leggings from th& Hedgcock' shoe
store, for which he Is now serving a
90 days jail sentence. When arrested for the Hedgcock robbery f 2 and
a number ot knives, forks and other
kitchen utensils were, found in. Henderson's possession. These were discovered to be the property of Fannie
Jones, colored. Henderson this morning told Judge Leahy he did not remember of breaking Into Mrs. Jones'
house as he was intoxicated. Before
his arrest Henderson walked on
crutches and did some begging about
the city. This morning he was able
to walk without crutches. The county
Jail likely thus will , attain a reputation as a sanitarium.
This morning Severiand Domlnguez
charged with stealing a horse, was arraigned and pleaded guilty, altering
a former plea. He will be sentenced
later in the term. The trial of
Cordova was called this morning.
Cordova is accused of stealing a horse
belonging to Peter Roth. After considerable evidence had been presented
O. A. Larrazolo, attorney for Cordova,
moved that the court .Instruct the jury
to return a verdict of not guilty. H-f i said the identification of the horse was
not sufficient District Attorney Wrard
demurred to this proceeding and he
and Mr. Larrazolo were given until
1:30 o'clock this afternoon to look up
-
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fancy box ot Initial stationery
an Ideal gift for the young lady
graduate. A big line at Murphey's
drug store.
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See the attractive commencement
at Murphey's drug store.
A

for $1.GO

Phone Main

smiw mis

make

Today and Tomorrow

15 lb

191?

PHONE MAIN 379

books

OUR. PRICE

MAY 17

30 cents per Pound

Bar.

Dance at Rosenthal hall Tuesday
nlKbt Cook will play the drums.

and judging by the past we look for a further

MONDAY

Choice BLUE GRASS SEED

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at tha Opera
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authorities. It was exnentert th
would be settled in a short time fcfter
the lawyers cited their authorttesYwd
the judge made his ruling on Mr. Lar- - j
raozlos motion.
Late Saturday afternoon the lurv re- -,j
turned a verdict finding Louis Schwln- aier guilty of defrauding an inn keeper. The man was accused of
beating
a board bill at the Bismarck restaur--1
ant Judge David J. Leahy this morn--'
ing refused the petition of Richard W.
Smith for full citizenship in the TJni- -'
ted States. The Judge ruled that!
Smith's contention that declaration of!
Intention was not necessary because'
he had served in the state militia,
'
was not well takep.
.

DEBATE TONIGHT
Two

debates, one between boys'
teams and the other between girls
teams, will be held this
the!
.ing'jin
j
.1VWW wuiivionj uaii. lag
debate on the subject Hesolved thatthe recall should be applied to all
elective and appointive officers in
New Mexico. The girls will
present
argument for and against the question.
Resolved, that women should possess
and exercise all rights and privileges
now possessed by man.
Frank H. II. Roberts, Jr., and Ches-le- y
Thomason will defend the affirmative of the first question, while Lee
MoCullough and Clare Koogler will
present the negative side. Miss Com
Beare Kay and Miss Aurora
Refugio
Lucero will defend the affirmative of
their question and Miss Myrtle Elinor
Skaggs and Miss Phoebe T. Russell
will represent the negative. Both subjects are of interest to all and the
debators are well prepared to present
their sides.
i
In addition to the debating Dror,m
Mlsg Marguerite Cluxton.
of instrumental music at the
Normal,
wia piay; Miss LIva Llchty, instructor
of vocal music, and Leon Guy will
sing
a duet; John C. Baker will
sing a
bass solo and Miss May Ross, instructor in elocution will give a
reading.
The pubuic is Invited to attend.
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